Soil mapping enhances the assessment of spatial variation in soil development and properties as a function of geology, climate, topography, and vegetation. This is because soils are not independent of bio geophysical settings and climate, but rather result from these variables. The key to enabling the use of soil maps for vegetation mapping and defining management alternatives lies in the explicit connection between soils and land types. Soil maps, in other words, can be used to identify vegetation types and understand the relationship between soil and vegetation growth and mortality.

This project aims to evaluate the use of soil maps for mapping vegetation in Germany. Specifically, we will produce a vegetation map by integrating soil, climate, and land type information. Our findings will then be compared with existing vegetation maps.

To achieve this goal, we are looking for a motivated master's student who has experience in Remote Sensing concepts, digital soil mapping as well as some coding skills (Python, MATLAB or Google Earth Engine) for this project. It would be ideal if the final thesis could be written in English as well.